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The St. Lawrence Estuary (SLE) belugas (Quebec, Canada) are an endangered

population whose numbers remain low despite ongoing conservation efforts.

Multiple anthropogenic factors and changing environmental conditions are

thought to have contributed to the recent 20-year decline in blubber fatty acid

concentrations reported in stranded SLE belugas. Despite this evidence that

energy reserves within the population are declining, there is currently no method

for estimating the body condition of free-ranging animals. The potential

metabolic consequences of declining fat reserves have also yet to be explored.

The objectives of this study were to use unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-based

photogrammetry to estimate the scaled mass index (SMI) of free-ranging SLE

belugas, and to compare this proxy of body condition to the lipidome of outer-

layer blubber samples collected from the same individuals via remote biopsy

darting. Morphometric analysis of aerial images (n = 44 SLE belugas), combined

with data collected from animals under professional human care, produced SMI

estimates (females: 807 ± 98 kg, males: 743 ± 39 kg) similar in range to those

previously calculated for SLE beluga carcasses of known weight. A non-targeted

lipidomic analysis followed by pathway enrichment analysis, identified metabolic

pathways predicted to show altered activity in association with SMI in the blubber

of free-ranging male SLE belugas (n = 27). Mapping of enriched pathways

compared to the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)

metabolic pathways maps, revealed that enriched pathways pertained to

the metabolism of multiple lipid classes including fatty acyls and

glycerophospholipids. Vitamin A, Vitamin E, and tyrosine metabolism pathways

were also enriched in correlation with SMI. This study provides the basis for the
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development of a non-invasive technique for estimating the body condition of

free-ranging SLE belugas and identifies metabolic pathways that merit further

exploration to improve our understanding of the potential metabolic impacts of

energy loss in cetaceans.
KEYWORDS

beluga whale (Delphinapterus leucas), body condition, non-targeted lipidomics, energy
metabolism, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV), photogrammetry
1 Introduction

The St. Lawrence Estuary (SLE; Quebec, Canada) belugas

(Delphinapterus leucas) are a genetically and geographically

distinct population that is considered endangered according to

both the Species at Risk Act (DFO, 2012) and the Committee on

the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC, 2014).

Despite a 40-year ban on commercial hunting and ongoing

conservation efforts, the population’s numbers remain low.

Bernier-Graveline et al. (2021) recently demonstrated that a

period of population instability and ecosystem change (1999-

2012) (Mosnier et al., 2015) coincided with decreasing fatty acid

concentrations in SLE beluga carcass blubber (1998-2016).

Combined with a known dietary shift (Lesage, 2014), these results

suggest that environmental changes, including shifting prey

availability, may have contributed to an overall decline in energy

reserves within the population.

While body condition (i.e., energy reserves) in cetaceans has

been well-linked to survivorship and reproductive success (Miller

et al., 2012; Christiansen et al., 2018; Fearnbach et al., 2018; Stewart

et al., 2022), it is logistically challenging to estimate for most

cetacean populations. Recently, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)-

based photogrammetry has become a reliable, non-invasive method

of estimating morphometric measurements from free-ranging large

cetaceans. This technique has been used to assess the body

condition of North Atlantic (Eubalaena glacialis) and southern

right whales (Eubalaena australis) (Christiansen et al., 2018, 2019;

Stewart et al., 2022), humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae)

(Christiansen et al., 2016; Aoki et al., 2021; Bierlich et al., 2022),

gray whales (Eschrichtius robustus) (Soledade Lemos et al., 2020;

Christiansen et al., 2021), blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus)

(Durban et al., 2016) and sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus)

(Glarou et al., 2022). In contrast, relatively few studies have adapted

aerial photogrammetry techniques to the study of small or medium

cetaceans (Fearnbach et al., 2018; Cheney et al., 2022).

Increasing understanding of the complex functions of cetacean

blubber has further highlighted the importance of considering

energy reserves when assessing the health of both individuals and

populations. Blubber is a principal site of energy storage in

cetaceans, and it is equally essential to their thermoregulation,

buoyancy, and maintenance of a hydrodynamic body shape
02
(reviewed by Iverson and Koopman (2018)). Blubber is also an

active endocrine organ, as demonstrated by hormone profiling

(Galligan et al., 2019, 2020) and proteomic studies (Kershaw

et al., 2018) suggesting that blubber may play a role in lipid

metabolism, hormone regulation, immune system response, and

intercellular signaling. As cetacean blubber consists primarily of

energy-rich triacylglycerides (Krahn et al., 2004; Koopman, 2018),

studies of cetacean adipose tissue have primarily focused on

triacylglyceride and fatty acid analysis (Koopman et al., 1996;

Krahn et al., 2004; Waugh et al., 2012, 2014). However, recent

studies (Bernier-Graveline et al., 2021; Bories et al., 2021) have

demonstrated that more minor lipid components, such as

glycerophospholipids and sphingolipids (both lipid membrane

components), can also provide information regarding cetacean

life history and physiological state. Specifically, Bernier-Graveline

et al. (2021) investigated the relationships between body condition

(animals grouped according to scaled mass index; SMI) and a wide

range of lipid metabolites within blubber samples collected from

SLE beluga carcasses. Changes in body condition were found to be

associated with changes in both energy-rich and structural lipid

classes. In particular, males in “good” body condition had higher

ratios of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) to monounsaturated

fatty acids (MUFA) compared to males in “moderate” or “poor”

body condition. Concentrations of several individual sphingolipids

and glycerophospholipids (mainly phosphatidylcholines) also

varied significantly with body condition when sex was considered

as a covariate, suggesting that energy-rich lipids may be selectively

mobilized in beluga blubber over structural lipids during periods of

energy loss to produce a distinct signature in the lipid profile

(Bernier-Graveline et al., 2021).

Despite the multiple essential roles of cetacean blubber, there is

currently no method for estimating energy reserves in the free-

ranging SLE beluga population. Larrat and Lair (2021)

demonstrated that SMI, a mass-based proxy of body condition

that removes the expected positive relationship between body size

and body weight (Peig and Green, 2009), showed good agreement

with a visual evaluation (Larrat et al., 2019) of the body condition of

adult beluga carcasses. The objective of this study was therefore

to estimate the SMI of free-ranging SLE belugas via aerial

photogrammetry and to use this metric of body condition to

identify metabolic pathways within the outer-layer blubber that
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may be affected by decreasing energy reserves. SMI was calculated

based on body volume est imates obtained via aeria l

photogrammetry (Christiansen et al., 2018). Body volume

estimates of the SLE belugas were converted to mass (and SMI)

using a total body density estimate informed by vertical images and

body mass data collected from belugas under professional human

care. Remote biopsy darting of the free-ranging SLE belugas paired

with a non-targeted lipidomic analysis was used to explore the

outer-layer blubber lipidome. Based on Bernier-Graveline et al.

(2021), we hypothesized that pathways related to the metabolism of

both glycerophospholipids and fatty acids are correlated with SMI.

Techniques developed for this study (i.e., the calculation of SMI

from aerial images) will provide an important, minimally-invasive

tool for the long-term monitoring of energy reserves within the SLE

beluga population, and may be applicable to the study of other

smaller cetaceans. Results from this study will also contribute to a

better understanding of the pleiotropic roles of cetacean blubber

and the potential metabolic implications of energy loss.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Field sampling

2.1.1 Biopsy collection
Skin and outer-layer blubber tissue samples were collected from

the flanks of 17 female and 30 male SLE belugas (Supplementary

Table 1) via remote biopsy darting as described by Simond et al.

(2019). Sampling was performed within six geographic sectors in

the SLE and the Saguenay River (Quebec, Canada; Supplementary

Figure 1), with biopsies collected in September-October of 2019 and

2021 using sterilized stainless steel biopsy tips (8 x 25 mm to 8 x 30

mm). Biopsies consisted primarily of skin (i.e., epidermis) and

fibrous connective tissue (i.e., dermis), therefore, as in previous

studies (Simond et al., 2019, 2020), “blubber” is hereafter used to

refer to both dermal and hypodermal tissues. Samples were

processed in the field, with subsamples of skin (~40 mg)

preserved in a salt-saturated DMSO solution (Seutin et al., 1991),

before being sent to Saint Mary’s University (Halifax, NS, Canada)

for sexing via PCR (Gilson et al., 1998). In 2019, blubber was

separated from the skin on the research vessel prior to being

wrapped in solvent-rinsed aluminum foil and flash-frozen in

liquid nitrogen. In 2021, blubber and skin were flash-frozen

together. In both cases, samples were then stored at -80°C prior

to analysis. Dorsal flank photos of all biopsied animals were also

collected during the sampling using a Nikon D7500 camera for

photo-ID purposes. The color (white or grey) of biopsied animals

was recorded to serve as a general proxy for age class (Stewart

et al., 2006).

2.1.2 Unmanned aerial vehicle imaging
Aerial video footage of belugas near the research vessel was

collected concurrently with the biopsies in both 2019 and 2021 via

unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). Biopsy collection was recorded in

the video footage whenever possible. The 2019 UAV setup consisted
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
of a DJI M200 and Zenmuse X5s camera with an Olympus Zuiko

45mm lens, while a DJI Inspire II equipped with a Zenmuse X7 with

a DJI DL 50mm F2.8 lens was used in 2021 (Supplementary

Table 2). During both sampling years, flight altitude was

measured by a Lightware LiDAR SF11/C with the drone’s

barometer altimeter used as a backup when necessary. All videos

were recorded with the camera angled vertically at 90° and included

the recording of a known-size control object (Control 1: actual size:

50cm; mean ± SD: 50 ± 0.01 cm, Control 2: actual size: 40 cm; mean

± SD: 39 cm ± 0.01 cm, Control 3: actual size: 10 cm; mean ± SD: 10

± 0.005 cm). No significant differences were found between the

control measurements as measured in 2019 versus 2021 (data not

shown) despite the different UAV setups.
2.2 Morphometric analysis

2.2.1 Image processing and animal identification
When biopsies were not recorded “live” in the video footage,

biopsied animals were identified in aerial videos by their unique

markings (i.e., photo-ID). Overhead still dorsal images of the

animals positioned flat at the surface of the water were then

extracted from the videos for morphometric analysis using Final

Cut Pro Version 10.5.1 (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, USA). The

image scoring criteria developed by Christiansen et al. (2018) were

modified for this study to better evaluate the range of body positions

observed in the aerial footage and the quality of extracted still

images. Images were scored between 1 (good) and 4 (poor) for

straightness, roll, pitch, head arch, body arch, and tail arch, and

between 1-5 (good to poor) for length measurability and width

measurability (Supplementary Table 3). Photos which scored ≥ 3

for head or body arch, ≥ 4 for body roll or tail arch, or a 5 for either

measurability criteria were excluded from further analysis. Photos

were not excluded based on their straightness or pitch scores,

although no images scored higher than a 2 for pitch within this

study. Additionally, overhead still lateral images were extracted of

any animals (biopsied or non-biopsied) that were observed rolling,

provided that a flat dorsal image meeting the scoring criteria could

also be extracted.

2.2.2 Morphometric measurements and body
volume estimation

MorphoMetriX 1.0 (Torres and Bierlich, 2020) was used to

estimate total body length (measured from the tip of the melon to

the notch of the tail fluke) and a series of body widths at 5%

intervals along the total length of all biopsied animals (Christiansen

et al., 2019; Figure 1A). Extracted still image of rolling animals were

used to estimate body height measurements at the same 5%

increments (Figure 1B). Body height to width ratios of these

rolling animals were then calculated at each 5% increment to

develop as set of average ratios describing the body shape of a

beluga. Body volumes of all biopsied animals were then estimated

using these average ratios by modeling each animal’s cross-sectional

shape as a series of ellipses between adjacent measurement sites

(Christiansen et al., 2019). Due to decreased precision when
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measuring the smaller body widths near the peduncle, dorsal width

measurements for each animal at measurement sites between 80-

95% of the total length were estimated via linear interpolation,

similar to in Christiansen et al. (2019). Body height at 95% of the

total length was also estimated via linear interpolation, as its

measurability depended on the position of the tail fluke.

2.2.3 Beluga density estimate
Total body length and a series of width measurements (as well

as measurements of a known-size control object) were collected

using the method described above (Section 2.2.2) from dorsal and

lateral still vertical images (setup details described in Supplementary

Table 4) of belugas (n = 9) under professional human care at the

John G. Shedd (Chicago, IL, USA) and Mystic (Mystic, CT, USA)

aquariums. Images were selected for morphometric analysis using

the scoring criteria described above (Section 2.2.1). Similarly, height

to width ratios were calculated for each animal, and their volumes

were estimated from their individual ratios using the elliptical

modeling technique (Christiansen et al., 2019). Each individual

animal’s total body density was estimated by dividing their known

body weight by their volume (animals weighed within two weeks of

vertical image collection; Supplementary Table 5).
2.2.4 Scaled mass index calculation
Total body densities of the aquarium animals were averaged to

produce a mean total body density estimate, which was then used to

estimate the body mass of all biopsied SLE belugas. The SMI (M̂ i) of

biopsied individuals then was calculated according to the following

equation (Peig and Green, 2009):
Frontiers in Marine Science 04
M̂ i = Mi �
BL0
BLi

� �bSMA

Where Mi is the average estimated mass of an individual, BLi is

the average length of that individual as estimated from aerial

images, and BL0 is the average length of all individuals in the

population (also as estimated from aerial images). The slope

coefficient, bSMA, was calculated from a standardized major axis

regression applied to ln-transformed total length and body mass

data (Supplementary Figure 2).
2.3 Lipidomic analysis

2.3.1 Non-targeted analysis and
data preprocessing

Aliquots of blubber (5-25 mg) from 44 biopsied free-ranging SLE

belugas (17 females, 27 males) with aerial images meeting the quality

criteria for morphometric analysis, were shipped on dry ice to the

University of Victoria Genome BC Proteomics Centre (Victoria, BC,

Canada) for non-targeted lipidomic analysis. Lipids were extracted

using a mixed solvent of isopropanol-chloroform (4:1, v:v) as described

in the SI. A quality control (QC) sample was prepared by pooling 10 mL
aliquots of the lipid extracts from all analyzed samples. Non-targeted

analysis was performed using an Ultimate 3000 ultra-high-

performance liquid chromatography (UHPLC) system (Thermo

Fischer Inc., Waltham, MA, USA), coupled to an LTQ-Orbitrap

Velos Pro mass spectrometer (MS; Thermo Fischer Inc.) with

electrospray ionization (ESI). The chromatographic separations were

performed using aWaters XBridge BEHC8 XP column (130Å, 2.5 μm,
A

B

FIGURE 1

Example aerial dorsal (A) and lateral images (B) of a SLE beluga as used to extract (MorphoMetriX) total body length (BL) in addition to width (W) and
height (H) measurements along 5% increments of the total body length for morphometric analysis.
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2.1 mm*50 mm) for binary solvent elution. Data were acquired in

positive-ion and negative-ion detection modes (details provided in the

SI). Raw data files were processed using XCMS (https://

scmsonline.scripps.edu/) with a customized R script (https://www.r-

project.org) for peak detection, retention time shift correction, peak

grouping, and peak alignment. Mass de-isotoping and chemical

background noise removal were also performed, resulting in two raw

data peak intensity tables (positive- and negative-ion mode,

respectively). Unidentified detected lipid features were characterized

by their m/z ratios and retention times.

UHPLC-MS/MS runs were carried out in data-independent

acquisition mode using both linear ion-trap collision-induced

dissociation (CID) and C-trap high-energy collision-induced

dissociation (HCD). The normalized collision energies were 32%

to 42% for CID and 28% to 38% for HCD. Briefly, MS2 data

processing via MetaboAnalyst 5.0 (Pang et al., 2021) included steps

for data deconvolution, searching of weighted spectra against a

custom-curated lipidomics database, and scoring of tentative

candidate matches (i.e., tentative lipid IDs) based on the MS-

DIAL scoring system (Tsugawa et al., 2015) (details provided in

SI). For each detected lipid feature, the top five candidate matches

were then considered, with tentative lipid superclass and main class

identity assigned based on their scores (scores >35 were

considered). When necessary, feature retention time and

instrument detection mode (positive- or negative-ion) were

also considered.

2.3.2 Data processing and statistical analysis
MetaboAnalyst 5.0 (Pang et al., 2021) was used to process and

analyze the resulting raw peak intensity tables (MS1 level data).

Positive- and negative-ion mode data were processed separately.

Features were filtered to remove those with low repeatability (>80%

missing values or relative standard deviation > 20% across the QCs

removed). Remaining missing values were estimated using single

value decomposition. Intensities were normalized by sum, log-

transformed and auto-scaled before both modes were merged for

further analysis. Initial visualization of the merged dataset via

principal component analysis (PCA) identified DLB1911 (a

female) as an outlier (data not shown), and this sample was

excluded from further analyses. Preliminary analyses also revealed

possible collinearity between SMI and the suspected reproductive

status of females (data not shown). Females were therefore removed

from subsequent analyses. Multivariable linear models were used to

identify lipid features associated with SMI in male SLE belugas

using the limma R package (Ritchie et al., 2015), as implemented in

the multi-factor analysis module in MetaboAnalyst. A combination

of supervised and unsupervised approaches was first used to

identify relevant covariates from all available metadata (sampling

year, biopsied animal color, and geographic sector). Separate linear

models that included SMI and relevant covariates as predictors,

were fit to the intensities of each individual lipid feature, and model

coefficients and their associated p-values were extracted for the SMI

term. Associations between individual metadata and lipid features

were assessed (Supplementary Table 6). PCA (Supplementary
Frontiers in Marine Science 05
Figure 3) was also used to identify potential surrogate variables

(as used in other omics pipelines) for unknown technical or

biological factors (Leek et al., 2010). A principal component (PC)

was considered for inclusion as a covariate if it was significantly

associated with a high number of individual lipid features compared

to individual covariates, and was not explained by any recorded

metadata. Analysis of covariates resulted in the inclusion of color,

sector, and PC1 in the final linear model. The raw p-values (p< 0.05

considered significant) associated with the SMI model term were

then used to generate a ranked list of detected lipid features

(Supplementary Table 7) for downstream functional analysis.

2.3.3 Functional and network analysis
Functional analysis was performed using the mummichog v2.0

algorithm (see Li et al. (2013) for an explanation of the algorithm)

on the top 10% of lipid features (p< 0.1) using a mass accuracy of 5

ppm. Features with [M+H]+, [M+Na]+, [M+NH4]
+, [M-H20+H]+,

[M-H]-, or [M+Na-2H]- primary ions were considered.

Experimental data was compared to the metabolic pathways of

the MetaFishNet (MFN) database as described for humans as no

cetacean databases were available. Network analysis using the Kyoto

Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) database (Kanehisa

et al., 2017) was performed to visualize the relationships between

enriched pathways.
3 Results

3.1 Scaled mass index estimation

After photo-IDmatching, 275 still aerial images of 47 biopsied SLE

belugas were extracted from the video footage. After image scoring,

photos from 44 individuals (17 females, 27 males) fulfilled the quality

criteria, and were included in the morphometric analysis. Total body

length (BLi) of the biopsied individuals ranged from 2.8 – 4.3 m

(Supplementary Table I). As in Larrat and Lair (2021), males and

females were treated as a single group with an average total body length

(BL0) of 3.4 m. Body height to width ratios were calculated using

MorphoMetriX for 25 SLE belugas observed rolling, producing the set

of average ratios that were used to estimate body volumes (Figure 2,

Supplementary Table 7).

Body volume estimates calculated using the elliptical model

(Christiansen et al., 2019) ranged from 0.36 – 1.18 m3, which when

multiplied by the average total body density estimate acquired from

aquarium belugas (1217 kg/m3; Supplementary Table 5), produced

SLE beluga body mass estimates ranging from 434 – 1434 kg

(Table 1). As expected, estimated body masses were positively

associated with total body length (Supplementary Figure 2A).

Fitting of a linear regression to the ln-transformed body length

and mass data produced a slope coefficient (bSMA) of 2.50 (95% CI

2.25 – 2.77; Supplementary Figure 2B). When calculated according

to the equation described by Peig and Green (2009), SMI (M̂ i)  

values for all biopsied animals ranged from 679 – 976 kg, with males

and females having similar SMI ranges and means (Table 1).
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3.2 Non-targeted lipidomic analysis

A total of 10,383 lipid features were detected in outer-layer SLE

blubber via UHPLC-MS analysis (6,259 features in positive-ion

mode, 4,124 features in negative-ion mode). After removing

features with low repeatability, a total of 4,460 features

characterized by their detection mode (positive- or negative-ion),

retention times, and m/z ratios, were retained in the final dataset.

PCA demonstrated good clustering of the pooled QC sample runs,

indicating high stability across the duration of each analysis

(Supplementary Figure 3). MS2 level data was collected on 1,694

lipid features (1,070 in positive-ion mode, 624 in negative-ion

mode). After data processing and match scoring, 1,146 features

were tentatively assigned to eight lipid super classes (fatty acyls,

glycerolipids, glycerophospholipids, organic acids, polyketides,

prenol lipids, sphingolipids, sterol lipids) or classified as

“undetermined”. Features were also tentatively identified at the

level of main class (Supplementary Table 9).
3.3 Functional and network analysis

A linear model with covariate adjustments (limma R package)

determined that 237 lipid features were significantly correlated with

SMI (raw p< 0.05) in male SLE belugas when animal color,

geographic sector, and PC1 were included as model covariates

(potential identities of these features were not explored within the
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
scope of this paper). Functional analysis identified 22 enriched

metabolic pathways predicted to show altered biological activity

(Gamma p< 0.05) in relationship to SMI. Enriched pathways

containing five or more metabolite “hits” (i.e., features within the

experimental database tentatively matched to a known compound

by the algorithm) are described in Table 2 and detailed results can

be found in the SI (Supplementary Table 10). Visualization of the

data via network analysis revealed that the enriched pathways

pertained to four KEGG pathway modules: Lipid Metabolism,

Carbohydrate Metabolism (multiple pathways pertained to

Carbohydrate and Lipid Metabolism modules), Metabolism of

Cofactors & Vitamins, and Amino Acid Metabolism. Enriched

pathways also formed three clusters when compared to the KEGG

Metabolic Pathways Map, with multiple points of overlap between

pathways (Figure 3).
4 Discussion

Results from this study demonstrated that SMI can be estimated

from aerial images of free-ranging SLE belugas to produce values

that are consistent with those previously calculated from carcasses

of known weight. This study is the first to propose a metric of body

condition for free-ranging SLE belugas, and is one of the first to

apply aerial photogrammetry techniques to the study of a smaller

cetacean species. To our knowledge, this study is also the first to

report correlations between a morphometric index of body
TABLE 1 Summary data of estimated mass (kg) and scaled mass index (kg) ranges and average values for female and male free-ranging SLE belugas as
estimated from morphometric analysis of aerial images.

Sex n
Estimated Mass
(Min-Max) (kg)

Estimated Mass
(Mean ± SD) (kg)

SMI (Min-Max)
(kg)

SMI (Mean ± SD)
(kg)

Female 17 434 – 889 641 ± 117 684 – 976 807 ± 98

Male 27 524 – 1434 912 ± 204 679 – 816 743 ± 39
FIGURE 2

Height to width ratios of 25 free-ranging SLE belugas as measured at 5% increments (5 – 90%) along their total body lengths (end of the melon to
notch of the tail fluke). Average ratios from each measurement site (red lines) were used to estimate the volumes of all biopsied animals.
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condition and predicted pathway-level metabolic changes in the

blubber of free-ranging cetaceans.
4.1 Aerial photogrammetry of belugas

Aerial videos were successfully collected concurrently with

remote biopsy samples, and well-marked biopsied animals were

identified in aerial video footage. Comparisons between the known

total lengths of belugas under professional human care (estimated

precision: ± 10-20 cm) and their total lengths as estimated from

vertical images demonstrated that animals tended to measure

shorter in the vertical images. Animal body position, particularly

the degree of body arch, is therefore an important source of error to

be further explored as images collected in aquarium facilities all had

low (good) measurability scores. Morphometric analysis of these

individuals of known total length also suggested that the body

straightness score had little effect on the total length as measured by

MorphoMetriX. Analysis of aerial images of free-ranging SLE

belugas further suggested that measurement precision appeared to

be more affected by animal body position (with the exception of

body straightness) than by the “measurability” (i.e., visibility and

clarity of the animal’s outline) of either the total length or body

widths. Including images of animals which scored a 4 out of 5 in

either “Length measurability” or “Width measurability” criteria in

the morphometric analysis, still produced total length

measurements with an average intra-animal CV of 2.2%, and
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average width measurement CVs under 5% (between 10 – 75% of

the total body length). Nevertheless, future efforts should focus on

capturing longer drone videos recording more surfacing events to

optimize the chances of extracting high quality still images. Future

work is also needed to assess the effects of different sources of error,

including measurement errors inherent to each different drone,

camera, and range finder setup, that may affect final volume and

body mass estimates. The incorporation of a method to estimate

photogrammetric uncertainty, such as in Bierlich et al. (2021),

would improve the interpretation of the morphometric data and

allow for more reliable comparisons between existing data and

future datasets.
4.2 Body mass and scaled mass
index estimates

Volume estimates of free-ranging SLE belugas (calculated from

aerial images) combined with a total body density estimate derived

from belugas under professional human care, produced both body

mass and SMI estimates that were consistent with the weights of 51

recovered SLE beluga carcasses and their SMIs (Bernier-Graveline

et al., 2021). The weight of free-ranging SLE female belugas within

this study averaged 641 ± 117 kg (mean ± SD), while dead-stranded

females weighed prior to necropsy averaged 654 ± 127 kg (n = 37;

Bernier-Graveline et al. (2021)). The average free-ranging male

weight estimate (912 ± 204 kg), was slightly lower than that of dead-
TABLE 2 Enriched pathways (grouped by Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway module) containing five or more total “hits”
correlated with SMI in SLE beluga outer-layer blubber (n = 27 males).

KEGG
Pathway Module

Enriched Pathway
Total

Pathway Metabolites
Significant/
Total Hits

Expected
Hits

Gamma
p-value

Lipid Metabolism

Prostaglandin formation
from arachidonate

78 15/21 1.66 6.2 x 10-4

Arachidonic acid metabolism 95 12/36 1.53 1.3 x 10-3

Vitamin D3
(cholecalciferol) metabolism

16 3/8 0.83 1.3 x 10-3

Leukotriene metabolism 92 2/6 0.97 1.7 x 10-3

Bile acid biosynthesis 82 5/24 1.94 2.1 x 10-3

Linoleate metabolism 46 3/12 1.39 3.4 x 10-3

De novo fatty acid biosynthesis 106 2/8 1.39 3.4 x 10-3

Fatty acid activation 74 2/6 0.55 4.1 x 10-3

Lipid Metabolism/
Carbohydrate Metabolism

Glycerophospholipid metabolism 156 6/21 3.47 9.1 x 10-4

Glycosphingolipid metabolism 67 1/10 1.11 0.014

Sialic acid metabolism 160 1/12 1.25 0.018

Metabolism of Cofactors
& Vitamins

Vitamin A (retinol) metabolism 67 5/25 2.08 2.5 x 10-3

Vitamin E metabolism* 54 3/8 0.97 0.011

Amino Acid Metabolism Tyrosine metabolism 160 1/14 1.12 0.014
*Pathway not defined within a KEGG pathway module, grouped within the most appropriate module.
Pathway descriptions are based on the MetaFishNetwork. “Hits” refer to tentative matches between a lipid feature detected in the experimental dataset and known metabolites defined by the
MetaFishNetwork. Significant “hits” (top 10% of features; raw p< 0.1) were identified via the limma model, with the Gamma p-values identifying pathways displaying significantly more “hits”
(Gamma p< 0.05) than predicted (“Expected Hits”) by a null model based on the experimental dataset. Note that metabolites may be found in multiple pathways.
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stranded male carcasses (also weighed prior to necropsy) (n = 14,

976 ± 197 kg; Bernier-Graveline et al. (2021)). It should be noted

that only two free-ranging males in this study had an average total

length greater than 4 m, suggesting that the dataset may be skewed

towards medium and shorter-length males. However, SMI values

appeared comparable between both free-ranging and stranded

males and females (free-ranging females: 807 ± 98 kg, female

carcasses: 814 ± 208 kg; free-ranging males 743 ± 39 kg, male

carcasses: 732 ± 101 kg). These results suggest that this non-invasive

aerial photogrammetry technique can be successfully used to

estimate the body weight, and potentially body condition, of free-

ranging SLE belugas. It should be noted that animals included in

this study appeared to be primarily animals in “moderate” or

“good” body condition (visual observation from the research

vessel), without obvious signs of emaciation (M.Sherrill; personal

observation). During periods of nutritional stress, muscular

catabolism of the epaxial muscles may be an important source of

energy for belugas (Larrat and Lair, 2021). If such muscular atrophy

does not result in an observable loss of body width, estimates of SMI

calculated from aerial images will likely overestimate the condition

of these emaciated animals, and may not reflect the severity of their

nutritional state.

Additional work will also be necessary to determine how to

distinguish pregnant SLE beluga females from non-pregnant

females with large energy reserves. During their study of SLE

beluga carcasses, Larrat and Lair (2021) found that the inclusion

of pregnant females in their dataset did not change their calculated

slope coefficient (bSMA) or their estimates of SMI. However, within

the present study, a group of seven females had the highest SMI

estimates, suggesting that the relationship between SMI and

reproductive status needs to be further explored. Similarly,
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cetacean body composition is known to vary with age, sex, and

reproductive status (Koopman, 2007; Mallette et al., 2016;

Adamczak et al., 2021). Future work should therefore also include

the development of multiple total body density estimates to account

for these differences.
4.3 Non-targeted lipidomic analysis

UHPLC-MS based non-targeted lipidomic analysis produced a

dataset describing the relative abundance of over 4,000 lipid features

in beluga blubber samples, while requiring minimal quantities of

tissue (~20 mg). As limited amounts of tissue can be collected via

remote biopsy darting, the amount of information that can be

obtained from each sample must be maximized. A non-targeted

approach was therefore selected for this study to allow for unbiased

analysis of all detectable lipid classes, with the successful extraction

and detection of a range of lipid super classes and main classes

confirmed via MS2 level analysis.

However, as MS2 data were not available for all detected lipid

features, enrichment analysis via the mummichog algorithm was

used to identify metabolic pathways ("enriched pathways")

predicted to show altered biological activity correlated with SMI.

By shifting the unit of analysis from individual lipid features to pre-

defined metabolic pathways, this method relies on the “collective

behavior” of metabolites to predict pathway-level functional

differences without the need for pre-identification of detected

lipid features (Li et al., 2013; Lu et al., 2022). It should be noted

when interpreting these results, that it cannot be inferred whether

enriched pathways are expected to be up-regulated or down-

regulated. Equally, that the enrichment of a pathway involving a
FIGURE 3

Network analysis (MetaboAnalyst 5.0) showing the grouping of enriched pathways in SLE beluga blubber containing five or more “hits” compared to
the KEGG Metabolic Pathway Map. Closed circles represent significant “hits”, while open circles represent “hits” detected but not significant. KEGG
pathway modules are labeled by color.
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particular metabolite, such as “Vitamin A (retinol) metabolism”,

does not imply that metabolite itself is predicted to be enriched, as

the enrichment pertains to the pathway as a whole.
4.4 Pathway enrichment analysis

Mapping of enriched pathways against the KEGG Metababolic

Pathways Map provided a visual overview of the relationships

between enriched pathways and revealed that the majority of

enriched pathways pertained to the Lipid Metabolism KEGG

pathway module, with some pathways overlapping with the

Carbohydrate Metabolism module. Enriched pathways were also

found within the Metabolism of Cofactors & Vitamins, and Amino

Acid Metabolism KEGG pathway modules. The observed clustering

and overlap between the enriched pathways provided additional

confidence in the results of the functional analysis.

The majority of enriched pathways within the Lipid Metabolism

module appeared related to the metabolism and mobilization of

fatty acyls, specifically the metabolism of the fatty acid arachidonic

acid. Enriched pathways included both pathways related to the

formation of arachidonic acid from its precursor, linoleic acid

(“Linoleate metabolism” and “Arachidonic acid metabolism”),

and the biosynthesis of the inflammatory-regulating eicosanoids

from arachidonic acid (“Prostaglandin formation from

arachidonate”, “Leukotriene metabolism”). These results appear to

be consistent with the findings of Bernier-Graveline et al. (2021),

which demonstrated that male SLE beluga carcasses in “good” or

“moderate” body condition (grouped according to SMI values) had

higher concentrations of arachidonic acid in full-depth blubber

samples compared to males in “poor” condition. This result and the

present study both suggest that metabolic activity pertaining to

arachidonic acid may vary with body condition in male SLE

belugas. Arachidonic acid may therefore be an interesting

potential biomarker of body condition to explore in future studies.

“Hits” from two additional enriched pathways within the Lipid

Metabolism module, “Vitamin D3 metabolism” and “Bile Acid

metabolism”, formed a second, smaller cluster when compared to

the KEGG Metabolic Pathways Map. Vitamin D3 is a lipid-soluble

vitamin with diverse metabolic roles. In human and murine adipose

tissue, Vitamin D3 has been shown to affect energy homeostasis via

the regulation of adipose tissue inflammation and adipocyte

differentiation (Park and Han, 2021). Similarly, there is increasing

evidence that bile acids may play a similar regulatory role in

mammalian (human and murine) lipid metabolism through

hormone-like signaling regulating adipogenesis, lipogenesis, and

obesity-induced inflammation of adipose tissue (Houten et al.,

2006; Schmid et al., 2019). While there are few studies pertaining

to Vitamin D3 or bile acids in marine mammal, blubber-layer

Vitamin D3 concentrations do appear to be influenced by diet. A

comparison between six marine mammal species in the Alaskan

Arctic revealed that primarily invertebrate feeders (e.g., Bowhead

whales, Balaena mysticetus) generally had lower blubber layer

concentrations of Vitamin D3 than piscivorous or carnivorous

species, including belugas (Kenny et al., 2004). To our knowledge,
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bile acids have not been analyzed in marine mammal blubber,

however, both Vitamin D3 and bile acids may be interesting future

targets for analysis.

Several enriched pathways contained “hits” within both the Lipid

Metabolism and Carbohydrate Metabolism modules. Of particular

interest is the enrichment of “Glycerophospholipid metabolism” in

relation to SMI. Bernier-Graveline et al. (2021) found higher

concentrations of multiple glycerophosphatidylcholine analogs in

male and female SLE beluga carcasses in “poor” body condition

compared to those in “good” condition. As this class of structural

lipids comprises a large proportion of adipocyte cell membranes, the

authors hypothesized that these relationships may be caused by

compositional changes within the cell membranes associated with

changing energy reserves. During their assessment of humpback

whale and killer whale (Orcinus orca) blubber lipidomes, Bories

et al. (2021) determined that phosphatidycholines were the second

most abundant component of humpback whale blubber, while

phosphosphingolipids were the second most abundant component

in killer whale blubber. Similarly, the authors proposed that these

differences in lipid composition may stem from different energetic

strategies, with humpback whales depending on large annual weight

stores to meet their energetic needs (Waugh et al., 2012). In contrast,

killer whales forage year-round and do not depend on the build-up of

large energy reserves (Dietz et al., 2020). The results of the present

study further suggest that the analysis of structural and minor lipid

classes in cetacean blubber can provide important insights into their

energy metabolism.

A single pathway within the Amino Acid Metabolism module,

“Tyrosine metabolism” was enriched in correlation with SMI. This

result is difficult to interpret as the potential roles of amino acids in

mammalian adipose tissue are not well understood. However,

similarly, Kershaw et al. (2018) detected the presence of proteins

involved in amino acid metabolism in blubber samples collected

from stranded harbor porpoise (Phocoena phocoena), suggesting

that cetacean blubber may play a minor role in amino acid

metabolism. Metabolomic analysis of plasma from samples

obtained from “healthy” and “diseased” bottlenose dolphins

(Tursiops truncates) also detected differences in circulating amino

acid concentrations, suggesting that muscle wasting and amino acid

catabolism may serve as an energy source for dolphins in a

“diseased” state (Derous et al., 2022). However, it remains to be

determined if muscle wasting produces a detectable metabolic

signature in cetacean blubber.

Two final enriched pathways of particular interest were

“Vitamin A (Retinol) metabolism” and “Vitamin E metabolism”.

While Vitamin E metabolism is not defined within one of the

KEGG metabolism modules, it is being considered as part of the

Metabolism of Cofactors & Vitamins KEGG module along with

“Vitamin A (retinol) metabolism” for the purposes of this study.

Vitamins A and E are both lipid-soluble essential nutrients that are

acquired by mammals through diet. Retinol is the most common

form of Vitamin A in mammals and plays numerous roles in

growth and development, immune function and reproduction

(Brossaud et al., 2017). Vitamin E is an antioxidant that is also

known to affect immune system development and function (Alcalá
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et al., 2015). Both Vitamin A and Vitamin E have previously been

associated with potential measures of body condition in belugas

from the western Canadian Arctic (Desforges et al., 2013). However,

concentrations of both vitamins in marine mammal blubber are

also known to vary with a range of biological and ecological factors

including sex, age, diet, and contaminant exposure (Desforges et al.,

2013; Pedro et al., 2019). Specifically, concentrations of

polychlorinated biphenyls were shown to be the strongest

predictor of blubber-layer Vitamin A concentrations in the same

Arctic belugas (Desforges et al., 2017). As the SLE belugas have been

chronically exposed to high levels of organohalogen contaminants,

including polychlorinated biphenyls, organochlorine pesticides,

various halogenated flame retardants, per- and polyfluoroalkyl

substances, industrial antioxidants and ultraviolet absorbents

(Simond et al., 2017, 2019; Barrett et al., 2021; Blouin et al.,

2022), the relationships between Vitamins A and E and

contaminant levels in SLE beluga blubber will be important to

explore and will provide additional context for the interpretation of

these results.
4.5 Future directions

This study is one of the first to link a morphometric index of

cetacean body condition (SMI) estimated via UAV-photogrammetry,

to potential metabolic differences between free-ranging individuals.

The enrichment of metabolic pathways pertaining to fatty acids and

glycerophospholipids in correlation with SMI in the present study is

consistent with recent literature, and suggests that SMI may be an

appropriate index of body condition to use when assessing the energy

reserves of free-ranging SLE belugas from aerial images.

Future studies will be warranted to explore how multiple

biological and ecological factors can be considered to improve both

SMI estimates and the interpretation of the blubber lipidomic data.

As cetacean blubber is stratified throughout its depth both in terms of

lipid composition and function (Aguilar and Borrell, 1990; Koopman

et al., 1996; Reeb et al., 2007), it is important to consider that

differences in biopsy depth and angle will likely affect the the lipid

composition within each biopsy sample. It also remains to be

determined if the pathway enrichment predicted within the

outermost-layer of the blubber corresponds with changes in the

inner layer (traditionally thought to be the most metabolically

active layer; Koopman et al. (1996)). As the SLE belugas remain

one of the most contaminated marine mammal population in the

world, it will also be important to consider the potential effects of

endocrine-disrupting organohalogen contaminants within the

blubber on the lipid profile and storage of energy reserves.

With further refinement, the calculation of SMI from aerial

images has the potential to be an effective, non-invasive technique

for assessing both individual and population level energy reserves

within the SLE beluga population. The results of the non-targeted

lipidomic analysis further demonstrate the utility of analyzing a

wide range of lipid classes. The results can also be used to inform

future targeted experiments to further our understanding of how

declining energy reserves can potentially affect both the structure

and function of cetacean blubber.
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